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deadly game of his own devising. When she 
finds out she’s pregnant, she goes to PI 
Luke Denton for help in protecting her and 
her husband’s legacy—their unborn child—
and perhaps even the family business, 
which is on the brink of bankruptcy. 

Starting out writing with her sister, the 
suspense novelist Lisa Jackson, Bush 
has also been in a type of family busi-
ness. The two got their unlikely start 
when Bush read an article in Time maga-
zine about young mothers making a 
career out of writing after the kids were 
asleep. Bush says: “I told my sister about 
it, and we dug in and just started. It took a 
while before either of us sold a novel, but 

we kept at it.”
Even then Bush had 

to resist the desire to 
merge her favorite fiction 
genres: romance and 
suspense, which was 
not the norm at the time. 
“One of the very first 
rejection letters my 
sister and I ever received 
on a manuscript that 
we wrote together had 
a personal note from 
an editor who said 
there was too much 
suspense in the story 
for their type of romantic 
series books,” Bush 

says. “We decided to 

Nancy Bush
In her latest romantic thriller, Bush gets inside the mind of a 

game-obsessed serial killer

The latest installment in 
bestselling author Nancy 
Bush’s Rafferty Family 
series, The Killing Game, 
out in July, is more than 
a suspense novel: it’s a 

deep dive into the dark—and hauntingly 
compelling—mind of a killer. “I like games. 
All kinds... Killing is the best game, by far,” 
the novel’s villain says in the first pages of 
the book; the revelation of his identity will 
take even seasoned suspense fans com-
pletely by surprise, but that’s just part of 
the seemingly sinister mind of Bush.

Not so, Bush says. “I wanted a story 
about a killer who is a master game 
player,” she explains. “But I also wanted 
a damaged heroine who is struggling to 
put her life back together, unaware that 
her problems are being exacerbated by a 
killer who has her in his sights.” 

What makes The Killing Game so powerful 
is Bush’s deep interest in—even sympathy 
for—her characters, as well as her attrac-
tion to the unusual. “For me, getting inside 
his or her mind is just letting go of all 
the rules,” Bush says. “It’s 
amazing what you can 
dream up when social 
conventions are gone.”

The Killing Game follows 
Andi Wren, who, after her 
husband dies, is left with 
a controlling interest in 
his company, much to 
the chagrin of his family. 
Meanwhile, she begins 
receiving ominous notes 
from a stalker obsessed 
with women named after 
birds: ”Little birds 
should be careful whom 
they choose as a mate.” 
As this stalker homes in 
on his target, it becomes 
clear that he’s drawn Andi into a 

fight our tendency to write suspense and 
mystery rather than just go for it because 
the suspense/mystery market wasn’t the 
hot thing.” 

Though Bush has since moved solidly 
on to mystery and suspense with a twist 
of romance, she has always felt the 
genres have room to overlap. “I have a 
tendency to lean toward mystery over 
suspense—meaning I spend a lot of time 
on the whodunit, or in my case most 
often, the whydunit—than on the will-they-
get-out-alive aspects of suspense. I have 
to remind myself to get those action 
scenes in there, and I also tend to go back 
over my story several times to keep rees-
tablishing the romantic tone.” 

For better or worse, Bush says, “I’ve 
always loved a good bad guy.” She adds, 
“My sister and I have always said a villain 
is easier to write than a hero.” 

Bush’s passion for twisted characters 
and twisting plots keeps fans coming 
back. Readers have come to crave Bush’s 
particular blend of dark and spark, and 
The Killing Game more than delivers.

“With each novel she 
writes, Nancy continues 
to surprise me with 
the complexity of her 
suspense plots.”
—John Scognamiglio,  
editor-in-chief,  
Kensington Publishing
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Fredrik 
Backman
The bestselling author’s new 

novella tells a brief story 
readers will never forget

SPOTLIGHT ON

T
he new book by Fredrik Backman, the Swedish author of the New 
York Times–bestselling A Man Called Ove, is unlike any of his others. 
For one thing, And Every Morning the Way Home Gets Longer and 
Longer is a novella, a brief book with a lifelong message for readers. 
It is also a fable of sorts, the impressionistic story of a grandfather 
facing the onset of dementia. He is a mathematician, a husband 

still passionately in love with his late wife; he is the too-busy father to his son Ted, 
and a life-changing influence on his grandson, Noah. The story—kind, compas-
sionate, sad, and hopeful—is set, partly, in the dreamscape of the grandfather’s 
failing mind. It’s a powerfully moving tale that just about anyone can relate to. 

Backman’s many fans won’t have long to wait for a new full-length novel: 
Beartown will be out from Atria in May 2017. Meanwhile, he wrote this letter to his 
readers to explain why And Every Morning the Way Home Gets Longer and Longer is 
so deeply and personally important to him:

Sponsored by Atria Books and 
Washington Square Press

BOOKS BY FREDRIK BACKMAN:

Dear Reader,
One of my idols once said, “The worst part about growing old is 

that I don’t get any ideas anymore.” Those words have never quite left 

me since, because this would be my greatest fear: imagination giving 

up before the body does. I guess I’m not alone in this. Humans are a 

strange breed in the way our fear of getting old seems even greater 

than our fear of dying. 
This is a story about memories, and about letting go. It’s a love letter 

and a slow farewell between a man and his grandson, and between a 

dad and his boy. 
I never meant for you to read it, to be quite honest. I wrote it just 

because I was trying to sort out my own thoughts, and I’m the kind of 

person who needs to see what I’m thinking on paper to make sense of 

it. But it turned into a small tale of how I’m dealing with slowly losing 

the greatest minds I know, about missing someone who is still here, 

and how I wanted to explain it all to my children. I’m letting it go now, 

for what it’s worth. 
It’s about fear and love, and how they seem to go hand in hand 

most of the time. Most of all it’s about time. While we still have it. 

Thank you for giving this story yours.
Sincerely,

Fredrik Backman
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